
THE FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS’ CLUB, HONG KONG 
Photography Exhibition  

(HONG KONG - January 2, 2018) The Foreign Correspondents’ Club Hong Kong presents a photography 
exhibition by British photographer Stefan Irvine, on view until February 15, 2018. This series of remarkable 
panoramic photographs offers a unique perspective on Hong Kong’s much-loved architecture, and is a 
celebration of its rich built heritage.


____________________________________________________________


About the exhibition: 

An international collaboration between photographer Stefan Irvine and post-production expert Jörg Dietrich, 
the exhibition focuses predominantly on Hong Kong’s tong lau (騎樓樓), or Chinese “shophouse” buildings - a 
type of tenement architecture at one time popular throughout southern China for both residential and 
commercial use. Other works capture similarly distinctive, architectural styles, displaying influences from 
Hong Kong and beyond.


Several recurring features of Hong Kong tong lau are showcased within the portfolio, including the iconic 
curved corner houses of Ki Lung Street and To Kwa Wan Road, high-density composite buildings (Wah Fu 
Estate and Ki Lung Street), bamboo scaffolding, multi-coloured paint schemes, and the arcaded facades of 
Grade II-listed Shanghai Street.


With much of Hong Kong’s urban heritage under constant threat of redevelopment, these photographs serve 
as vital historical documents for the communities they depict. At the time of writing, several of the blocks 
showcased in the series, including Shanghai Street’s listed shophouses, have been earmarked for demolition 
or significant redevelopment by Hong Kong’s Urban Renewal Authority.


While there has been an encouraging interest in revitalisation programs in the recent past, allowing for some 
much-needed modernisation of decaying tong lau architecture, it remains uncertain how this impacts the 
intangible cultural heritage of the communities served by those buildings. Too often, revitalisation and 
redevelopment results in the break-up of tight-knit communities and long-established businesses, which can 
no longer afford to stay in these buildings post-regeneration.





Hong Kong’s Disappearing Tong Lau: A Panoramic Perspective 
by Stefan Irvine



About the process: 

The production process of these linear panoramas demands meticulous planning and careful attention to 
detail. Photographer Stefan Irvine often makes several trips to each location, painstakingly capturing the 
entire facade of the buildings at precise intervals and distances, with careful attention given to moving 
objects and people in the scene.


These photographs from multiple perspectives are then digitally merged and manipulated by Jörg Dietrich 
into one expansive, seamless image, creating a singular visualisation of the architecture in an entire city 
block. This perspective allows the viewer to experience the life of a whole city street at a glance, featuring 
greater detail and instilling more emotional impact than other traditional forms of photography.


____________________________________________________________


About the Artists: 

Stefan Irvine is an award-winning British photographer living and working in Hong Kong since 2002. His work 
has been published internationally in The New York Times, National Geographic, Forbes, Harvard Design 
Review, and the South China Morning Post. His photographs have been exhibited in New York, Hong Kong 
and London. After graduating with a Master of Arts in Psychology from the University of Edinburgh, Stefan 
went on to receive a Post-Graduate Diploma in Photojournalism from the London College of Printing (LCP). 


Post-production expert Jörg Dietrich lives in Leipzig, Germany, and has been experimenting with multi-
perspective visualisations since 2010. He works mainly in Europe documenting city structures and 
architecture in linear perspectives. He collaborates with photographers internationally to create street and 
cityscapes worldwide.


Exhibition Dates: January 2 - February 15, 2018 

Venue:  Main Bar, Foreign Correspondents’ Club, North Block, 2 Lower Albert Road, Central, Hong Kong

	   Tel: 2521 1511

	   Website: www.fcchk.org 


~ Non-members are welcome from 10am-12 noon & 3pm-5:30pm daily 

~ No entry to anyone aged under 18 years or inappropriately dressed (e.g. no singlets) 

For more images and further Information, please contact:


Stefan Irvine

Email: 		 info@stefanirvine.photo

Website: 	 www.stefanirvine.photo

Tel:	 	 + 852 8192 8576 
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